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LOCATION AGREEMENT 

Between _____________________________________________________________, Hereafter, referred to as “Location” and 

ROD Digital Network, Inc. referred to as “ROD”.   

 
1. Location Needs: ___________________________  (Current Sign) (Needs Placement)  
2. If Current Sign is Available for Use.  Location agrees to allow ROD to utilize their Location HDTV (specify size) 

__________________(Specify count)______ for the ROD Digital Network advertising.  
3. This agreement will be for a term of 12 months and automatically renew until terminated by either party. 
4. ROD and Location agree that artwork and content is guaranteed to be suitable for all ages. Content and artwork displayed 

at Location is subject to approval by the Location. 
5. ROD agrees to pay Location with free advertising of (2) 15 second digital commercials in 2 other locations for the use of 

each television(s) dedicated to ROD Digital Network. Locations should provide display ready digital content. Digital content 
creation/changes can be to Locations by ROD provided for 50% off current published rates. 

6. If television is provided by ROD Digital, Location will received free advertising of (1) 15 second digital commercials in 2 other 
locations for the use of each television(s) dedicated to ROD Digital Network for each HDTV that location allows ROD Digital 
to Utilize. Locations should provide display ready digital content. Digital content creation/changes can be to Locations by 
ROD provided for 50% off current published rates. 

7. ROD agrees to advertise location’s content, if applicable within a 10-mile radius for as long as location agreement is in 
active status. Each Digital Sign is limited to 10 free advertisers and may change at the discretion of ROD Digital Network.  
Terms are subject to ROD advertising agreement.  ROD development of content is subject to fees.  

8. Location agrees that the sign shall remain in good condition during the term of this contract and will maintain the sign in 
the same location, unless otherwise agreed, for the term of this contract. 

9. ROD’s only obligation shall be to maintain advertising on the sign and ROD shall not be responsible if the sign is defaced or 
damaged in any way and for any reason.  

10. Prior to the end of contract, ROD shall have the right of first refusal to continue the contract for a similar term upon an 
automatic renewal.  

11. Location shall have the right to cancel the contract upon 30 days written notice to ROD. All notices concerning this 
agreement shall be sent to the respective parties at the addresses indicated herein. It is incumbent upon the Location to 
notify ROD of any change of address. 

 
This contract will be effective upon approval by an authorized officer of ROD Digital Network, Inc. 

 
___________________________________________ 

        Location Name 
 
        ___________________________________________ 
        Location Address 
 
        ___________________________________________           ___________________________________________ 
        Location Authorized Signature              ROD Sales Representative Signature 
 
Notes: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

For office use only 
 
_________________________________                        _________________________________                   ____________________ 
Authorized Officer Name & Title                   Authorized ROD Signature (Officer)                             Date  
         


